FINISH the DRAWING

Psalm 23 describes God as a loving Shepherd who takes care of us, protects us, and blesses us. Finish the drawing of the sheep. Inside the sheep, write or draw some ways God takes care of you.

UNSRECAMBLE IT

How does the book of Acts describe the early Christian community and the way they lived together? Unscramble the words to find out!

LAL HOW DLIEVEBE REEW

GETRETHO DNA AHD LLA SITHGN

NI MONOMC HETY KORBE

DEBAR TA EMHO NAD EAT

RHIET DOFO TIWH DAGL ADN

RENUSOGO SHERAT INGIAPRS

DGO DNA VNGAHI WODOLGIL

DOWART LAL ETL LEPEOP